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Dynamics of a coplanar-electrode plasma display panel cell.
I. Basic operation

Shahid Rauf a) and Mark J. Kushner b)

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Illinois, 1406 West Green Street,
Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 17 September 1998; accepted for publication 7 January 1999!

Plasma display panels~PDPs! are a technology for large-area high-brightness flat panel displays.
There is considerable interest in improving PDP efficiency by optimizing the cell design, input
voltage characteristics, operating conditions and gas mixture. In this article, we report on a
two-dimensional computer model for PDPs which has been used to investigate the operation of a
coplanar-electrode PDP cell sustained in He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures. The plasma transport equations
are implicitly integrated in time to enable simulation of complex gas mixtures and PDP cell designs.
To resolve the details of the electron dynamics, the electron temperature is computed by solving the
electron energy equation. A Monte Carlo simulation for secondary electrons and a radiation
transport model for visible light emission are also employed. The basic operation of the PDP cell is
described in this article. The first pulse was usually found to initiate a discharge between the top
electrodes and the bottom address electrode, which was grounded. Only after a positive surface
charge was formed on the bottom dielectric did the discharge shift to being between the coplanar
electrodes. For our conditions, radiation from Xe2* made a larger contribution to exciting the
phosphor for visible light emission than radiation from the resonance states of Xe since radiation
from Xe2* is optically thin. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!07107-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma display panels~PDPs! are one of the leading
technologies currently under development for large-a
high-brightness flat panel displays.1–3 There is considerable
interest in increasing the luminance of PDPs by improv
PDP visible light generation efficiency.1 This improvement
will most likely result from a systematic optimization of th
cell design, operating conditions, voltage pulse characte
tics, and gas composition, an endeavor that can benefit f
a detailed understanding of the dynamics of PDP cells. Th
are also concerns regarding the lifetime of PDPs, the ex
sion of which may require design improvements that mi
mize ion bombardment on phosphors. To investigate th
issues, we have developed a two-dimensional~2D! hybrid
simulation for the direct-current~dc! pulsed plasma opera
tion of PDP cells. The model has been used to simula
coplanar-electrode PDP cell sustained in He/Ne/Xe gas m
tures. In this and a companion article,4 we use results from
these studies to describe the operation of the PDP cell u
a wide variety of operating conditions. We specifically inve
tigated the consequences of applied voltage magnitude,
pressure, gas composition, cell dimensions and dielectric
terial on the ultraviolet and visible light generation capabil
and efficiency of PDP cells.

The invention of the alternating-current~ac! PDP device
is generally attributed to Bitzer and Slottow.5 During the
1970s, several companies including IBM developed ne
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based monochrome flat panel PDPs while most of the cur
research focuses on color displays. Since it is difficult
formulate gas mixtures that efficiently produce the prima
colors, color PDP cells generally use xenon gas mixture
generate ultraviolet~UV! photons that are converted to vis
ible light through phosphors. In a typical PDP cell, a nob
gas mixture is sealed between dielectric materials that
backed by conducting electrodes. A discharge is initiated
applying a voltage pulse to the electrodes, which produ
UV radiation which is subsequently converted to visib
Fluxes of ions and electrons to the dielectric surfaces cha
the dielectric capacitance, which decreases the voltage ac
the gap and quenches the discharge. This process ca
repeated indefinitely by applying voltage pulses of altern
ing polarity or the same polarity to opposing electrodes. T
applied voltage on successive pulses can usually be less
the breakdown voltage since the charged capacitance o
dielectric from the previous pulse generates an electric fi
in the same direction as the applied voltage of the next pu

A number of computational studies have previously
vestigated PDP cell operation. Sahni and Lanza develop
one-dimensional~1D! fluid model6 and demonstrated that th
secondary electron emission from the dielectrics has a str
influence on the dynamics of a neon-based monochro
PDP.7,8 Veerasingam, Campbell, and McGrath develop
both 1D and 2D fluid models for PDPs9–11 which were ap-
plied to the operation of He and He/Xe based opposi
electrode PDP cells. Their computed results qualitativ
agreed with experiments. The quantitative discrepanc
were attributed to uncertainties in the fundamental data b
~e.g., electron impact cross-sectional data and secon
electron emission coefficients!, the use of local field approxi-
mation and uncertain initial conditions in the experimen

ry,

il:
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Drallos, Nagorny, and Williamson developed a 1D kine
PDP model12 and an analytical model.13 Their kinetic studies
showed that the local field approximation does not
equately resolve the details in the cathode fall region. Bo
Pitchford, and Punset applied their 2D hybrid plasma cod
the simulation of Ne/Xe gas mixtures in PDPs.14,15 Their
simulation of multiple opposing-electrode PDP cells show
that barrier ribs are essential for avoiding cross-talk betw
adjacent cells.

The current issues in PDP research deal with the opt
zation of the opposing-16 and coplanar-electrode17 cell de-
signs having multicomponent gas mixtures to improve P
efficiency and light emission characteristics. To investig
these issues, we developed a 2D hybrid simulation for PD
As in the previous studies, the basic physical model cons
of the continuity equations for all species, Poisson’s equa
and an equation for dielectric surface charging. Except
the continuity equations for uncharged species, the cou
and nonlinear equations are implicitly integrated in time
ing the biconjugate gradient squared sparse ma
technique.18 The continuity equations for neutral species a
solved explicitly in time. Several methods have been imp
mented to compute electron transport coefficients and so
functions for electron impact reactions. The simplest is
local field approximation~LFA! which was used in previou
PDP models.9–11,15,16Alternatively, electron transport coeffi
cients and electron impact reaction source functions can
determined in terms of the electron temperature, which
self-consistently computed by implicitly integrating the tim
dependent energy conservation equation. Secondary ele
emission is taken into account either through a flux bound
condition in the electron continuity equation or a more d
tailed Monte Carlo simulation. Finally, a radiation transp
model was implemented to determine the visible light out
of the cell.

In this and the companion article, we focus our attent
on a coplanar-electrode PDP cell using He/Ne/Xe gas m
tures. The basic operation of the device is described in
article. It is found that the first voltage pulse usually initiat
a discharge between the top electrodes and the bottom
dress electrode, which is grounded. From the next pulse
ward, the positive surface charge on the bottom dielec
shields the address electrode, and the discharge shifts to
ing between the two top electrodes. Even though the p
Xe2* density is considerably smaller than that of atomic
excited states, Xe2* contributes more strongly to the visibl
light emission through excitation of the phosphor. For o
conditions this trend results from the short lifetime of Xe2* ,
UV radiation from Xe2* being optically thin, and Xe* readily
converting to Xe2* through three-body collisions. Use of th
Monte Carlo simulation or electron energy equation
change the detailed dynamics of the discharge, but the o
all characteristics are similar to those obtained with the lo
field approximation.

We describe the model in Sec. II. Section III contains
discussion of the basic dynamics of the PDP cell and
observations are summarized in Sec. IV.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Our basic model consists of the fluid equations of con
nuity and momentum conservation for all species, the e
tron energy conservation equation, Poisson’s equation,
an expression for dielectric surface charging. As the
pressure in the PDP cells is usually high~;100 Torr!, it was
not found necessary to solve the momentum conserva
equationper se. We instead used the drift-diffusion approx
mation, which considerably reduces the simulation time.
though a fluid approximation has been used for electron
compute their density, flux, and temperature, we also imp
mented a Monte Carlo simulation~MCS! to more accurately
represent the electron impact source functions due to sec
ary electrons.

The main simulation consists of integrating the follow
ing set of coupled equations:

¹•~e¹f!52(
i 51

Nch

qini2r, ~1!

]ni

]t
2¹•~Di¹ni1~qi /uqi u!m ini¹f!5Si ,

for i 51,2, . . . ,Nch, ~2!

]r

]t
5(

i 51

Nch

qi,•~Di¹ni1~qi /uqi u!m ini¹f!,

at dielectric surfaces, ~3!

where f, r, e, ni , Di , m i , qi , and Si are the electrical
potential, charge on dielectric surfaces, permittivity, a
number density, diffusion coefficient, mobility, charge, a
source function for speciesi, respectively.Nch is the number
of charged species. The source function includes collisio
terms which locally change the species density, such as e
tron impact ionization. Due to dielectric relaxation, the ma
mum time step one can use for explicit time integration
typical PDP simulations during the discharge pulse is l
than a picosecond. This makes the simulations impractica
slow for modeling complete discharge pulses~10 ms! in
complex gas mixtures. As in Ref. 9, the approach we h
used to overcome this time constraint is a fully implicit s
lution technique. The procedure consists of linearizing
nonlinear Eqs.~1!–~3! at each time step, and writing them i
the form,

F~X![A–X2B50, ~4!

whereA is the Jacobian matrix,B is a vector that depends o
plasma conditions during the previous time step, andX is the
vector of unknown quantities. Newton’s method is then us
to solve forX. During the Newton iterations,A is held con-
stant whileB is updated in each iteration. Since the typic
number of unknowns in Eq.~4! is large ~20 000–100 000!,
direct matrix solution techniques are not practical. We ha
therefore, used the biconjugate gradient sparse matrix s
tion technique with incomplete LU factorization fo
preconditioning.18 The particular implementation of thi
method that was used was developed by Greenbaum
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Seager.19 By integrating Eqs.~1!–~3! implicitly, the allow-
able time step increases to the order of a nanosecond du
the discharge pulse, which allows one to simulate multi
PDP pulses in a few hours on fast workstations.

Once charged species densities, the electrical poten
and charge on dielectric surfaces have been computed
particular time, we update the density of the neutral spe
using

]ni

]t
2¹•~Di¹ni !5Si , i 51,2,...,Nneu, ~5!

whereNneu is the number of neutral species. Since the u
charged species evolve on a time scale much longer tha
charged species, Eq.~5! was integrated explicitly in time
Power deposition is computed assuming Joule heating,

P5¹f•(
i 51

Nch

@qi~Di¹ni1~qi /uqi u!m ini¹f!#. ~6!

where the term for current density contains contributio
from both drift and diffusion.

Two different techniques were implemented for comp
ing electron impact source functions and transport coe
cients. The simplest and fastest is the local field approxim
tion ~LFA!. Prior to running the PDP simulation, th
spatially independent Boltzmann equation is solved for
electron energy distribution using a two-term spherical h
monic expansion. These distributions are used to genera
lookup table containing electron impact reaction rates, e
tron temperatureTe , and momentum transfer collision fre
quency nm as a function ofE/N ~E is the electric field
strength andN is the total gas density!. During the PDP
simulation, reaction rate coefficients and collision frequen
are obtained as a function of the local values ofE/N by
interpolating from the lookup table. The electron transp
coefficients and source functions are computed in term
these coefficients using the standard expressions.20

Although the LFA method is fast, it does not take in
account the electron energy redistribution resulting fr
thermal conduction and convection. We, therefore, a
implemented another method to generate electron trans
coefficients in which the electron energy conservation eq
tion is integrated implicitly in time to obtain the electro
temperature:

]~net!

]t
5P~t!2ne(

i
Nik i2¹•S 5

2
tGe2l¹TeD , ~7!

wheret[3kBTe/2, P(t), k i , Ge , andl are the mean elec
tron energy, power absorbed from the electric field, pow
lost in collision i, electron flux, and thermal conductivity
respectively. The thermal conductivity is obtained from21

l58neTe /~pmenm!, ~8!

where nm is the electron momentum transfer collision fr
quency. Once the electron temperature is known, the c
sion frequency and reaction rate coefficients are determ
by interpolating from the Boltzmann derived lookup tab
using electron temperature as the lookup factor.
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The mobility and diffusion coefficients for ions and ne
tral species do not change significantly over the range
conditions of pressure and electric field of interest to PD
Constant values at a given pressure were therefore use
ion mobility and were obtained from Ref. 22. The diffusio
coefficients for uncharged species were determined u
Lennard–Jones parameters.23

Secondary electron emission is one of the primary p
cesses in PDP cells which determine the breakdown volta
Two methods were implemented to address secondary e
tron emission. In the simpler method, we compute the flux
all ions and excited species onto dielectric surfaces. The
of returning secondary electrons is then given by

Gse52(
i

g iG i , ~9!

whereGse, G i , andg i are the secondary electron flux, flu
of speciesi, and secondary electron emission coefficient
speciesi, respectively.Gse is then used as a boundary cond
tion for electron flux at surfaces during the solution of Eq
~1!–~3!. We also implemented a Monte Carlo simulatio
~MCS! to better resolve secondary electron transport. In
MCS, pseudoparticles are launched from surfaces hav
secondary electron emission with initial statistical weigh
proportional toGse. The trajectories and collisions of th
pseudoparticles are tracked until they either collide with
walls or slow to thermal speeds.24 The electron energy dis
tributions of the secondary electrons as a function of posit
are determined, and their contributions to electron sou
functions are computed by convolving the distributions w
the appropriate cross sections. These sources are held
between updates of the MCS.

The purpose of a PDP cell is to generate visible photo
The gas mixtures typically used in color PDP cells, howev
produce UV radiation, which is then converted to visib
light by means of phosphors. The efficiency of a PDP cel
then directly related to both the efficiency of generating U
photons and their transport to the phosphor. To evaluate
efficiency, we implemented a radiation transport model
the PDP simulation. It was not found necessary to clos
couple the radiation transport with the plasma hydrodyna
ics as the UV and visible light radiation do not have a n
ticeable effect on the electrodynamics of the PDP cells un
the conditions of interest. The radiation transport model is
off-line module that is invoked periodically during the sim
lation to compute visible light output. One can generally
vide the UV photons of interest into optically thick~those
that can be reabsorbed by their parent ground state at
such as the radiation from Xe* ! and optically thin~e.g., from
Xe2* which does not have a bound or heavily populat
ground state!. In the radiation transport module, the sour
functions for UV photons are computed at all locations. F
optically thick radiation, only locations within a few absorp
tion lengths of the phosphor are considered since radia
from other locations will be readily reabsorbed. For the co
ditions of our simulation, Xe* UV radiation is nearly com-
pletely trapped inside the cell. Holstein25 demonstrated that
under such a condition, radiation trapping could be tak
into account by multiplying the rate coefficient for photo
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emission by an escape factorg;T(r) whereT is the trans-
mission probability andr is the shortest dimension of th
enclosure. Under the assumption of pressure broadeningg is
given by25

g5S l0

3pd

Ntot

NXe
D 1/2

, ~10!

wherel0 is the wavelength of the radiation,d is the distance
between the dielectrics@Fig. 1~a!# andNXe /Ntot is the ratio of
Xe in the gas mixture. Assuming that UV photons are em
ted isotropically, their fluxes onto the phosphor are compu
using ray-tracing techniques. This flux is coupled with t
prespecified UV-visible photon conversion efficiency in t
phosphor to compute the outflux of visible photons.~It is
assumed that the gas will not absorb visible radiation.! The
flux of visible photons originating from the phosphor arri
ing on the output window is again computed using ra
tracing techniques under the assumption of Lambertian e
sion from the phosphor. In the results described in this art
and Ref. 4, a unity quantum efficiency for UV-visible photo
conversion has been assumed.

The reaction mechanism we used for He/Ne/Xe gas m
tures is shown in Table I. A seven-level model was used
Xe since it is the primary species generating UV radiati
The Xe model consists of ground state Xe, singly charg
ion Xe1, Xe* ~6s states!, Xe** ~6s8 states!, a composite
excited state Xe*** @nominally Xe(6p,5d)#, the dimer ex-
cited state Xe2* , and the dimer ion Xe2

1. The radiative 6s
state is lumped into Xe* and the radiative 6s8 state is
lumped into Xe** . The proportion of Xe* and Xe** atoms
in the radiative state,Nrad/N* , is determined using the fol
lowing expression which assumes collisional coupling
tween the two 6s or 6s8 levels,

Nrad

N*
5

gr /gm exp~2De/kBTg!

11gr /gm exp~2De/kBTg!
, ~11!

where gr and gm are the multiplicity of the radiative and
metastable states,De is the energy difference between th
radiative and metastable levels, andTg is the gas tempera
ture. Currently, five-level models were used for Ne and H

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the coplanar-electrode PDP cell.~b! Applied volt-
age on electrodesE1 andE2.
-
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They consist of the ground state~Ne and He!, singly charged
ion ~Ne1 and He1!, a composite excited state~Ne* and
He* !, the dimer excited state~Ne2* and He2* ! and the dimer
ion ~Ne2

1 and He2
1!.

III. DYNAMICS OF THE COPLANAR-ELECTRODE PDP
CELL

The coplanar-electrode PDP cell design17 has been
widely adopted by the display industry. Although the d
charge operation is more complicated, the coplanar geom
offers several advantages over the opposing-electrode
sign. For example, phosphors are subjected to less bomb
ment by energetic ions, which prolongs the phosphor life.
this section, we describe the operation of the coplan
electrode PDP cell using He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures. The
neric cell geometry is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The PDP cell con-
sists of two upper transparent electrodes,E1 andE2, which
are separated from the gas by a dielectric. The bottom of
cell consists of a dielectric with a phosphor coating on t
and a metal address electrode below which is kept at gro
potential for these results. The permittivities of the top a
bottom dielectrics aree/e0515 and 10, respectively, an
they are separated by 150mm. Barrier ribs were not included
since they are typically in the plane that is not resolved
these 2D simulations. Reflective boundary conditions at
lateral ends,x50 and 1.24 mm, were used. The top diele
tric, E1 andE2 are transparent to visible photons, allowin
light to be emitted from the top of the cell. The surfaces
both dielectrics are coated with a material having a high r
of secondary electron emission. The voltage pulses app
to E1 andE2 with amplitudeV0 are shown in Fig. 1~b!. All
rise and fall times are 20 ns.

The operation of the coplanar-electrode PDP cell s
tained in He/Ne/Xe570/26/4 at 400 Torr andV05200 V is
shown in Figs. 2–10. The cycle starts with zero potential
E1 and E2 and a negligible density of charged specie
Starting at 10 ns, the voltage at electrodeE1 is increased to
200 V in 20 ns. The electrical potential, electron density, a
charge on dielectric surfaces at different times during
subsequent discharge are shown in Figs. 2–4.

At 50 ns, the discharge has just initiated and the elec
cal potential@Fig. 2~a!# is characteristic of vacuum fields
The electron density at 50 ns@Fig. 3~a!# is small and elec-
trons are mainly generated by ionization belowE1 where the
electric field is the largest. The charge on the surfaces of
dielectrics~Fig. 4! is negligible. Positive ions generated
the discharge drift towards the grounded electrodes~E2 and
the address electrode! under the influence of the applied ele
tric field, where secondary electrons are generated when
bombard the dielectric surfaces. As the electron and ion d
sities increase, contributions from secondary electrons pla
larger role in the discharge dynamics and eventually lead
gas breakdown~a sharp rise in electron density! around 85
ns. The electrical potential and electron density after
breakdown~100 ns! are shown in Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!, respec-
tively. The peak in electron density has shifted towards
bottom dielectric since secondary electron emission ma
takes place from that surface during the first pulse. T
newly generated ions and electrons drift towards the die
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TABLE I. He/Ne/Xe reaction mechanisms.

Reaction Ratea References Reaction Ratea References

Electron impact excitation and de-excitation:
e1Xe→Xe* 1e b 26
e1Xe→Xe** 1e b 27
e1Xe→Xe*** 1e b 28

e1Xe*→Xe1e b 29
e1Xe**→Xe1e b c, 27
e1Xe*** →Xe1e b c, 28
e1Xe*→Xe*** 1e b 29
e1Xe*** →Xe* 1e b c, 29
e1Xe**→Xe*** 1e 5.531027Te

0.79exp(22.0/Te) 30
e1Ne→Ne* 1e b 31
e1Ne*→Ne1e b c, 31
e1He→He* 1e b 32
e1He*→He1e b c, 32

Electron impact ionization and recombination:
e1Xe→Xe11e1e b 33
e1Xe*→Xe11e1e b 29
e1Xe**→Xe11e1e 1.5631027Te

0.71exp(22.63/Te) 30
e1Xe*** →Xe11e1e b 29
e1Xe2*→Xe2

11e1e 9.7531028Te
0.71exp(23.4/Te) 30

e1Xe2
1→Xe*1Xe b 34

e1Xe2
1→Xe** 1Xe 3.3331027Te

20.5 35
e1Xe2

1→Xe*** 1Xe 3.731028Te
20.5 35

e1Ne→Ne11e1e b 33
e1Ne*→Ne11e1e b 36
e1Ne2*→Ne2

11e1e 9.7531029Te
0.71exp(23.4/Te) 30

e1Ne2
1→Ne*1Ne 3.731028Te

20.5 35
e1He→He11e1e b 36
e1He*→He11e1e b 36
e1He2*→He2

11e1e 9.75310210Te
0.71exp(23.4/Te) 30

e1He2
1→He*1He 5.031029Te

20.5 37

Two-body heavy particle collisions:
Xe*1Xe*→Xe11Xe1e 5.0310210 38
Xe** 1Xe**→Xe11Xe1e 5.0310210 d, 38
Xe*** 1Xe*** →Xe11Xe1e 5.0310210 d, 38
Ne*1Ne*→Ne11Ne1e 1.0310211 30
He*1He*→He11He1e 2.7310210 39
Ne11Xe→Ne1Xe1 1.0310211 30
Ne*1Xe→Xe11Ne1e 1.0310210 30
He*1Xe→Xe11He1e 7.5310211 30
Ne2

11Xe→Xe11Ne1Ne 1.0310210 30
He2

11Xe→Xe11He1He 1.0310212 30
He2

11Ne→Ne11He1He 6.0310210 40
He2*1Xe→Xe11He1He1e 5.0310210 30
He2*1Ne→Ne11He1He1e 1.0310211 30
Ne2*1Xe→Xe11Ne1Ne1e 7.5310211 30

Three-body heavy particle collisions:
Xe*1Xe1Xe→Xe2*1Xe 5.0310232 cm6 s21 41
Xe*1Xe1Ne→Xe2*1Ne 1.6310232 cm6 s21 42
Xe*1Xe1He→Xe2*1He 1.4310232 cm6 s21 30
Xe** 1Xe1Xe→Xe2*1Xe 5.0310232 cm6 s21 41
Xe** 1Xe1Ne→Xe2*1Ne 1.6310232 cm6 s21 d, 42
Xe** 1Xe1He→Xe2*1He 1.4310232 cm6 s21 d, 30
Xe*** 1Xe1Xe→Xe2*1Xe 5.0310232 cm6 s21 41
Xe*** 1Xe1Ne→Xe2*1Ne 1.6310232 cm6 s21 d, 42
Xe*** 1Xe1He→Xe2*1He 1.4310232 cm6 s21 d, 30
Xe11Xe1Xe→Xe2

11Xe 2.5310231 cm6 s21 42
Xe11Xe1Ne→Xe2

11Ne 1.5310231 cm6 s21 42
Xe11Xe1He→Xe2

11He 1.0310231 cm6 s21 d, 42
Ne*1Ne1Xe→Ne2*1Xe 8.0310234 cm6 s21 30
Ne*1Ne1Ne→Ne2*1Ne 4.0310234 cm6 s21 42
Ne*1Ne1He→Ne2*1He 1.0310234 cm6 s21 30

Three-body heavy particle collisions:
Ne11Ne1Xe→Ne2

11Xe 8.0310232 cm6 s21 30
Ne11Ne1Ne→Ne2

11Ne 4.4310232 cm6 s21 38
Ne11Ne1He→Ne2

11He 3.0310232 cm6 s21 43
He*1He1Xe→He2*1Xe 8.031023 cm6 s21 30
He*1He1Ne→He2*1Ne 4.0310233 cm6 s21 30
He*1He1He→He2*1He 1.3310233 cm6 s21 30
He11He1Xe→He2*1Xe 5.0310232 cm6 s21 30
He11He1Ne→He2

11Ne 7.0310232 cm6 s21 30
He11He1He→He2

11He 1.0310231 cm6 s21 30
Ne*1Xe1Xe→Xe2*1Ne 1.0310233 cm6 s21 30

UV radiation:
Xe2*→Xe1Xe1hn 7.223107 s21 44
Ne2*→Ne1Ne1hn 7.503107 s21 42
Xer*→Xe1hn 2.93108 g s21 e, 25, 45
Xer**→Xe1hn 4.053108 g s21 e, 25, 45

aUnits are cm3 s21 unless stated otherwise.Te is the electron temperature~eV!.
bDetermined as a function of the electron temperatureTe or the local value ofE/N from the lookup table obtained from the solution of the Boltzmann
equation.

cComputed through detailed balance using data from the specified reference.
dEstimated using data from the specified reference.
eg is a radiation trapping factor defined in Sec. II. Xer* is the fraction of Xe* in radiative states.
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trics where they are collected, thereby charging their cap
tance. The resulting potential drop across the dielectrics
duces the voltage across the gas gap, which can be se
the potential profile at 100 ns@Fig. 2~b!#. As the potential
drop across the gas gap is reduced below the threshold
sustaining the discharge, the discharge is quenched an
electron density rapidly decreases@Fig. 3~c!#. The surface
i-
e-

in

for
the

charge profiles@Fig. 4~a!# show that positive ions have dom
nantly charged the bottom dielectric while the top dielect
surface has primarily been negatively charged. Once the
charge has been quenched, the gas remains electrically
tive until the next pulse. However, as we will show later o
the cell emits visible light for a considerably longer tim
than the discharge. When the voltage atE1 is brought down
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to 0 V at around 2ms, a significant voltage drop remain
across the gas gap due to the charge on the dielectric
faces.

Starting at 4.01ms, the voltage onE2 is increased to 180
V in 20 ns @Fig. 1~b!#, which initiates another discharg
whose dynamics are shown in Figs. 4~b! and 5–8. At 4.05
ms, the discharge has just started and the electrical pote
@Fig. 5~a!# is similar to that in vacuum, albeit with charge
dielectrics. The negative charge underE1 adds to the voltage
across the gap making it larger than that due to the exte
supply. The electron density at 4.05ms @Fig. 6~a!# is small
enough that the volumetric space charge does not sig
cantly alter the applied fields. The electrons are, theref
almost freely accelerated towards the positively biased e
trode E2. The Xe1 density at 4.05ms @Fig. 7~a!# is also
small, and the ions are displaced from the electrons as
ions drift towardsE1 and space charge is insufficient
maintain charge neutrality. This behavior is different fro
the first pulse because the negative surface charge undeE1
produces an additional attractive electric field for the posit
ions, while the positive charge on the bottom dielectric s
up a field which repels the positive ions. Similar to the fi
pulse, secondary electron emission promotes breakdown
the electron density rises sharply as shown in Fig. 6~b! at 4.1
ms. At this time, the plasma density is sufficiently large
require charge neutrality. During the second pulse, the
charge is initially between the adjacent corners ofE1 andE2
because the electric field is the largest there. As the pote
drop at the corners decreases due to charge build up on
dielectric surfaces, the discharge shifts towards the o
edges of the electrodes. Eventually, the whole dielectric
face underE2 charges up and the discharge is quenched
can be seen by comparing the electron and Xe1 densities in
Figs. 6~c! and 7~c!, ion charging of surfaces and their dec
in density is slower than that for electrons after the plas
density decays below the ambipolar limit. This is because
ion mobility is smaller than the electron mobility.

The charge on the top and bottom dielectrics for
second pulse is shown in Fig. 4~b!. Before the discharge
starts~4.05 ms!, there is a small positive charge undernea
E2 left from the first pulse. Electrons produced during t

FIG. 2. Evolution of electrical potential during the first pulse whenVE1

5200 V, VE250 V. ~a! 50, ~b! 100, and~c! 150 ns.
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second pulse negatively charge the dielectric underE2. Simi-
larly, the ions charge the dielectric underneathE1 and re-
verse the charge polarity there. As the pulse progresses
charging spreads laterally, an indication of the spreading
the discharge. Some of the ions also charge the bottom
electric, producing even stronger repelling electric fields f
positive ions during the subsequent pulses.

The purpose of the PDP cell is to generate visible ligh
In the Xe reaction chemistry, the main species which pr
duce phosphor-exciting UV photons are Xe* , Xe** , and
Xe2* . The densities of Xe* and Xe2* are shown in Fig. 8 at
4.1 ms, the time when electron density is close to its pea
Xe* density is the sum of the 6s radiative and metastable
states. The Xe* and Xe2* peak densities are physically lo-
cated close to the region of peak electron density. Xe* is
mainly produced by electron impact excitation~secondarily
by dissociative recombination of Xe2

1! and is quenched by
superelastic collisions and generation of Xe2* through colli-
sions with Xe and a stabilizing third body. Since the radi
tive decay of Xe2* is rapid, its density is considerably smalle
than the Xe* density at 4.1ms. We will, however, show later
that Xe2* contribution to phosphor excitation is larger.

When the electron density is close to its peak value du
ing the discharge, the electric fields~or E/N! within the
plasma settle down to the minimum required for sustaini
the discharge. A distinct cathode fall can be observed at t
stage near the negatively biased electrodes@Figs. 2~b! and
5~b!#. Since electric fields are largest at these locations, m
of the power deposition~approximately proportional toE2!
takes place there, as shown at 4.1ms in Fig. 8~c!. Power is
mainly being deposited belowE1, where secondary electron
are generated through ion bombardment. The power dep
tion scenario is not necessarily the optimum from the lig
generation efficiency perspective. Excitation of Xe tak
place near the top dielectric which is far from the phospho
The UV emission is, therefore, not converted to visible lig
efficiently. Also since the voltage pulse is longer than theRC
time constant to charge the dielectric, most of the excitati

FIG. 3. Evolution of electron density during the first pulse whenVE1

5200 V, VE250 V. ~a! 50, ~b! 100, and~c! 250 ns. Contours are labeled
0–10, with 10 corresponding to the maximum density.
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occurs during the positive column phase at lowE/N and low
efficiency. As we discuss in Ref. 4, PDP efficiency can
improved within limits by minimizing the duration of th
discharge.

Coplanar electrode PDP cells are generally operated
next applying the first voltage pulse toE1 @Fig. 1~b!#, and
repeating the second and third pulse alternately toE2 and
E1 as long as required. When a third pulse of 180 V
applied toE1, the same processes that occurred during
second pulse take place, but in the opposite direction.
example, the electric potential, electron density and X1

FIG. 4. Accumulated charge on the surface of the upper and lower die
trics. ~a! During the first pulse whenVE15200 V, VE250 V. ~b! During the
second pulse whenVE150 andVE25180 V.

FIG. 5. Evolution of electrical potential during the second pulse wh
VE150 V, VE25180 V. ~a! 4.05, ~b! 4.10, and~c! 4.15ms.
e

y

s
e

or

density during the third pulse are shown in Fig. 9 at 10.1ms.
The electrons drift towardsE1 and ions mainly drift towards
E2. Although there are some variations in species den
and surface charge in subsequent pulses, the device ach
a quasisteady state in only a few cycles.

The characteristics of excited-state Xe species that g
erate optically thick UV radiation~Xe* and Xe** ! and op-
tically thin radiation (Xe2* ) are generally different. Xe* is
primarily generated by electron impact excitation and s
ondarily by dissociative recombination of Xe2

1, and its den-
sity decays through electron impact deexcitation during
pulse, three-body collisions, radiative decay, and m
slowly by diffusion to the walls. On the other hand, Xe2* is
produced by three-body collisions, and radiative decay is
primary loss process with a minor loss from diffusion. A
shown in Fig. 8~b!, the Xe* ~and Xe** ! density increases
rapidly during the discharge phase when electron densit
large. The Xe2* density, however, increases more slowly an
because of its short lifetime, never becomes larger t

c-

FIG. 6. Evolution of electron density during the second pulse whenVE1

50 V, VE25180 V. ~a! 4.05,~b! 4.10, and~c! 4.15ms. Contours are labeled
0–10, with 10 corresponding to the maximum density.

FIG. 7. Evolution of Xe1 density during the second pulse whenVE1

50 V, VE25180 V. ~a! 4.05,~b! 4.10, and~c! 4.15ms. Contours are labeled
0–10, with 10 corresponding to the maximum density.
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1012cm23. After the discharge has been quenched, Xe m
stable states act as a reservoir which keeps pumping en
into generating Xe2* for many microseconds, increasing th
effective lifetime of Xe2* in the cell. In addition to the dif-
ferences in lifetimes, UV radiation from only those Xe* ~and
Xe** ! atoms that are within a few absorption wavelengths
the phosphor~5–10 mm! is useful for visible light genera
tion. On the other hand, UV radiation from Xe2* is optically
thin and photons generated anywhere in the cell can re
the phosphors and produce visible light. Due to these dif
ences in temporal and spatial scales, Xe2* molecules contrib-
ute more strongly to visible light emission than Xe* and
Xe** for this geometry and operating conditions. For e
ample, the total fluence of visible light photons as a funct
of position across the top of the cell generated during
second pulse~4–10 ms! is shown in Fig. 10~a!. Phosphor
generated photons due to UV emission from the dimer s
(Xe2* ) and from Xe excited states~Xe* and Xe** ! are com-
pared. The dimer contribution to visible light is substantia
larger than that due to the excited states of Xe.

Since Xe metastables~and hence the dimers they gene
ate! survive for a substantial time after the discharge h
been quenched, one can obtain visible light from the cell
many microseconds. This is illustrated in Fig. 10~b! where
the visible light emission from the cell as a function of p
sition is shown at different times during the second pul
The emission has an amplitude about 25% of the peak~4.25
ms! at 10 ms. The long decay in UV light generation ha
recently been experimentally observed by Jeonget al.46

Since little energy is consumed after the discharge has b
quenched and the cell emits visible light for a considera
longer time, the interpulse period should be as long as p
tical, a practice that should translate into better efficien
One of the many ways PDP cell efficiency can be improv
is to choose operating conditions that channel more ene
towards Xe2* . This can, for example, be accomplished
operating the PDP at higher pressures, which makes
three-body collision processes more efficient.4

Secondary electrons emitted from surfaces are acce

FIG. 8. Discharge characteristics at 4.1ms during the second pulse whe
VE150 V, VE25180 V. ~a! Xe* density, ~b! Xe2* density, and~c! power
deposition. Contours are labeled 0–10, with 10 corresponding to the m
mum density.
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ated by the large electric field in the sheath regions. Eve
a few hundred Torr pressure, the secondary electrons are
in equilibrium with the field and have beam-like character
tics, thermalizing after several energy loss collisions. To b
ter resolve the dynamics of secondary electrons before
thermalize, a Monte Carlo simulation was implemented
the PDP model. The surface charge and visible light out
with and without the MCS are shown in Fig. 11 for the ba
case conditions. Without the MCS, all secondary electr
are launched at the dielectric surface where theE/N is large
near the edge ofE1. Ionization occurs in the same region
largeE/N, leading to rapid avalanches. However, when t
MCS is used, some of the secondary electrons produce
izations and thermalize farther from the region of largeE/N
and so secondary electrons do not rapidly avalanche on
top surface. Consequently, the source functions for elec
impact reactions are over-estimated in the preavalanche s
in the absence of the MCS and the discharge is initia
earlier. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11~a! using charge on
top dielectric surface at 4.1ms as an indicator. In the resu
without the MCS, the discharge has been initiated earlier
surface charge has evolved farther towards the final s
shown in Fig. 11~b!. Even though the detailed dynamics
the discharge are different for the two cases, the charge
the top dielectric surface after the discharge@Fig. 11~b!# and
total visible light emission during the second cycle@Fig.
11~c!# are similar. This result is a consequence of the mi
mum voltage for discharge self-sustenance being particul
sensitive to whether the MCS is used. The gap voltage
reduced to the self-sustaining voltage by dielectric chargi
which is largely a property of bulk flow of current. Since th
total current fluence is approximately the same for the t
cases, total visible light emission is also not much effec
by the MCS. These results are in agreement with those
Punsetet al.15

If the LFA is used, the electron temperatureTe is largest
in the cathode fall regions whereE/N is large, andTe is very
small in the plasma region whereE/N is close to the mini-
mum necessary for sustaining the discharge. Electron en

xi-

FIG. 9. Discharge characteristics att510.1ms during the third pulse when
VE15180 V, VE250 V. ~a! Electrical potential,~b! electron density, and~c!
Xe1 density. Contours are labeled 0–10, with 10 corresponding to the m
mum density.
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redistribution can, however, take place due to thermal c
duction and convection sufficient to change the discha
dynamics considerably. To take account of this energy re
tribution and its consequences on the discharge charact
tics, we self-consistently computeTe in the PDP model by
solving the electron energy conservation equation.

To demonstrate the consequences of electron energ
distribution on the PDP dynamics,Te during the discharge
and charge on the upper dielectric surface after the disch
~4.5 ms! are shown in Fig. 12 for cases using the LFA a
the electron energy equation~EEE!. ~During avalanche, the
EEE predicts a higher electron temperature in the b
plasma, and so the discharge is initiated earlier. We ha
therefore, comparedTe for the two cases at different time
when the discharges are approximately in the same stag
development.! With the LFA, the electron temperature
largest belowE1, about 9 eV, where the cathode fall is l
cated@Fig. 12~a!#. SinceE/N in the bulk plasma is smalle
nearE2, Te is smaller there as well,;4 eV. When the EEE
is used forTe , the electron temperature in the cathode f
region reduces to,5 eV because of electron energy tran
port by conduction and convection to colder regions of
cell @Fig. 12~b!#. Te , increases in the bulk plasma belowE2
~relative to the cathode fall region! because of thermal con
duction and the drift of warm electrons from the cathode
region.

Once the discharge has been initiated, most of the e
tron impact ionization takes place adjacent to the cath
fall. The EEE predicts a smallerTe there than does the LFA
because energy is transported to the colder positive col
region. Source functions for electron impact ionization re
tions are, therefore, smaller for the case using the EEE
the discharge is quenched earlier. This is demonstrate
Fig. 12~c! where the charge on top dielectric surface is co
pared for the two cases after the discharge has been e
guished. Since the discharge is sustained for a shorter pe
when Te is obtained from the EEE, less dielectric surfa

FIG. 10. Visible light characteristics for the second pulse as a function
position across the top of the cell~VE150 V, VE25180 V!. ~a! Contribu-
tions of Xe dimer state (Xe2*) and Xe excited states~Xe* and Xe** ! to total
visible light fluence during the second cycle~4–10 ms!. ~b! Visible flux
during the second pulse.
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charging takes place. AlthoughTe generally behaves in the
same manner as described above, the details of disch
dynamics may be different for other operating condition
Self-consistent computation ofTe is, however, found to sub
stantially change the discharge characteristics.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this article, results from a 2D hybrid simulation fo
PDPs were used to investigate operation of a coplan
electrode PDP cell using He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures. The
mensions of the PDP cell were such that the first volta
pulse produced a discharge between the powered elect
and the bottom address electrode, which was grounded.
to the charging of the dielectrics, the discharge shifted
being between the coplanar electrodes from the second p
onward. In the Xe based reaction chemistry, UV photons
generated by the excited states of Xe~Xe* and Xe** ! and
the Xe dimer (Xe2* ). Although the Xe2* density was consid-
erably smaller than the density of Xe* or Xe** during the
discharge phase due to its short lifetime, Xe2* was found to
contribute more strongly to total visible light emission f
the conditions examined. This is because the UV radiat
from Xe2* is optically thin and photons produced in any pa
of the cell can reach the phosphor. Also Xe metastab
readily convert to Xe2* due to three body collisions.

Two methods were implemented in the PDP model
better resolve the details of electron dynamics as compa
to LFA. The Monte Carlo simulation improves upon the re
resentation of the secondary electrons during the stage p
to thermalization. It was found that the discharge occurs la
because the electron impact source functions are o
estimated during the early stages of discharge buildup if
MCS is not used. The MCS, however, does not significan

f

FIG. 11. Discharge properties with and without the MCS.~a! Charge on
upper dielectric surface at 4.1ms, ~b! charge on upper dielectric surface a
6.0ms, and~c! total visible photons emitted between 4–6ms from the top of
the cell.VE150 V, VE25180 V.
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effect the minimum voltage for discharge self-sustenan
total current fluence during the discharge, accumula
charge on dielectric surfaces and total visible light emissi
When the electron temperature is self-consistently compu
by solving the electron energy conservation equation,Te is
larger in the bulk plasma region~compared to the cathod
fall region! than that is predicted by LFA due to energy ga
through thermal conduction and convection. These chan
in Te in the different regions of the discharge modify th
discharge initiation time and the overall discharge charac
istics.
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